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a b s t r a c t 

In this study, we explored the impact of COVID-19 on the cross-correlations between crude oil and agri- 

cultural futures markets. A multifractal detrended cross-correlation analysis (MF-DCCA) approach was 

utilized to analyze the cross-correlations between the Brent crude oil and agricultural futures such as 

London Sugar, London Wheat, USA Cotton #2, and USA Orange Juice futures. We initially confirmed their 

correlations by calculating the DCCA coefficient. Then, from the multifractal aspect, the cross-correlations 

were further explored, and the sources for forming the correlations were discussed. The results show 

that the Brent Crude Oil has the strongest cross-correlation with London Sugar Future market among 

other three agricultural future markets. Then we investigated the influence of COVID-19 on the cross- 

correlations of multifractality between crude oil and agricultural futures. The experimental results indi- 

cated that the persistence under the influence of COVID-19 became stronger, and the cross-correlations 

of multifractality between crude oil and sugar future market is the strongest. In addition, the cross- 

correlations of all the agricultural futures increased after the emergence of COVID-19 except the orange 

juice future market. In general, COVID-19 has a great impact on the cross-correlation of multifractal prop- 

erty between crude oil and most selected agricultural future markets. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The changes in energy prices represented by crude oil in recent

ears are the main factors affecting the fluctuation of international

gricultural product prices [1] . Crude oil and its downstream prod-

cts are inextricably linked with the production, processing, trans-

ortation, and sales of most agricultural products. The large fluctu-

tions in crude oil prices can always affect the supply and demand

alance of agricultural products, and then shocked the fluctuation

f agricultural product prices. 

International crude oil prices have always been a key topic of

lobal concern, and their influencing factors are also more com-

lex, such as capital speculation, geopolitical conflicts, supply and

emand relationships, and changes in the US dollar index. In addi-

ion, as the emergence of COVID-19 affects the commodity markets

n China and other regions in the world, the proliferation of COVID-

9 has caused impacts of global crude oil demand. Since January
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020, the new coronavirus has affected China’s crude oil demand

o a certain extent. At the end of February, it further expanded to

outh Korea, Iran, Italy and other countries and regions. In addi-

ion, in March, the United States, Britain, Spain and other countries

pread rapidly, which affected the global demand for crude oil and

aused panic about the economic outlook of the global market. We

ote that the international benchmark Brent crude oil fell to its

owest level since 2002. 

With the rapid development of global financial markets, traders

end to follow global portfolio strategies to reduce market risk.

uch an investment portfolio covers various financial commodities

ncluding stocks, options, futures, and bonds in different exchanges

nd in different countries. The futures market is also one of the

mportant financial sectors for capital flows, which includes many

gricultural futures markets. 

Some research literatures have proved that the price of crude

il has a strong correlation with the futures prices of most agricul-

ural products. The Johansen cointegration test was used to study

he covariates between crude oil prices and corn, sorghum, sugar,

oybean, soybean oil, and palm oil prices from 2003 to 2007 in [2] .

he analysis showed no co-integration relationship over the en-

ire sample period. However, analysis of the 20 06-20 07 sub-sample
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showed that soybean and corn prices were cointegrated with crude

oil. Besides, Natanelov et al. [3] studied the co-movements be-

tween crude oil and agricultural commodities by Johansen cointe-

gration, Threshold cointegration, and vector error correction model.

Their results indicated that the relationship is a dynamic con-

cept, and some economic and policy development may change the

relationship between crude oil and agricultural commodities. Du

et al. [4] studied the fluctuation relationship between international

crude oil futures and corn, wheat futures markets from 1998 to

2009 by using stochastic volatility models. The models were esti-

mated by using Bayesian analysis, Markov chains, and Monte Carlo

methods. They found that crude oil futures and corn, wheat fu-

tures markets have significant volatility spillover effects after the

second half of 2006, which has a huge connection with the rise of

bioethanol fuel. 

Since the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA)

was first introduced by [5] , the method has been applied in various

problems for investigating the nonlinear phenomena [6–8] . Empir-

ical researches showed that multifractal theory can better describe

the various complex phenomena and behaviors existing in finan-

cial markets compared with traditional efficient market hypothe-

sis [9–14] . Afterwards, Zhou [15] extended this method to analyze

the cross-correlation analysis for two nonstationary series, which

is the MF-DCCA [10,16,17] . It is worth mentioning that the cross-

correlations between crude oil and agricultural commodity mar-

kets were first investigated by Liu [18] from a multifractal perspec-

tive. 

In this article, we first use MF-DCCA to check the cross-

correlations between the Brent crude oil price series and agricul-

tural futures such as London Surgar, London Wheat, USA Cotton #2,

and USA Orange Juice future price series. In addition, we mainly

study the impact of COVID-19 on the fluctuation of global crude oil

prices and agricultural futures prices using MF-DFA, and use MF-

DCCA to analyze the change of correlations between the crude oil

price and agricultural futures prices caused by COVID-19. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We intro-

duce the procedure of MF-DCCA in Section 2 . In Section 3 , we give

a description of data information. The empirical results are illus-

trated in Section 4 . Section 5 provides a conclusion. 

2. Multifractal detrended cross-correlation analysis 

In this section, we first briefly introduce the MF-DCCA. The pro-

cedure of MF-DCCA is generally concluded by the following steps. 

I. Let x t and y t , for t = 1 , 2 , ..., N be the given two time series.

Then, construct the profile series. 

X (t) = 

t ∑ 

k =1 

(x k − ˜ x ) , (1)

 (t) = 

t ∑ 

k =1 

(y k − ˜ y ) , (2)

where ˜ x and ˜ y denote the mean of two time series. 

II. Divide two profiles X and Y into N s = int( N s ) non-overlapping

segments with time scale s . Since N is not always an integral mul-

tiple of s , some fractions of each profile may remain. To ensure all

the information of the time series, the same procedure is repeated

from the end to the start. Then, 2 N s non-overlapping segments are

obtained. 

III. For each subsegment v , we acquire the local trends with an

k th-order polynomial fit. 

˜ x v (i ) = δ1 i 
k + δ2 i 

k −1 + · · · + δk i + δk +1 , i = 1 , 2 , ..., s ; k = 1 , 2 , ....

(3)
˜ 

 v (i ) = γ1 i 
k + γ2 i 

k −1 + · · · + γk i + γk +1 , ı = 1 , 2 , ..., s ; k = 1 , 2 , ....

(4)

V. Compute the detrended covariance F 2 ( s, v ). For v = 1 , 2 , ..., N s , 

F 2 (s, v ) = 

1 

s 

s ∑ 

i =1 

{| X [(v − 1) s + i ] 

−˜ x v (i ) || Y [(v − 1) s + i ] − ˜ y v (i ) |} . (5)

or v = N s + 1 , N s + 2 , ..., 2 N s , 

F 2 (s, v ) = 

1 

s 

s ∑ 

i =1 

{| X [ N − (v − N s ) s + i ] 

−˜ x v (i ) || Y [ N − (v − N s ) s + i ] − ˜ y v (i ) |} . (6)

. Average the detrended covariances to obtain the q th-order fluc-

uation function as 

 q (s ) = 

{ 

1 

2 N s 

2 N s ∑ 

v =1 

[ F 2 (s, v )] 
q 
2 

} 

1 
q 

, f or q � = 0 , (7)

nd 

 q (s ) = exp 

( 

1 

2 N s 

2 N s ∑ 

v =1 

ln [ F 2 (s, v )] 

) 

, f or q = 0 . (8)

I. Observe the log-log plots of F q ( s ) versus s , if F q ( s ) increase

gainst s , then the scaling behavior exists, that is the two time

eries are long-range cross-correlated. Then the power-law expres-

ion F q (s ) ∝ s H xy (q ) can be obtained, where H xy ( q ) is the general-

zed Hurst exponent versus q . Especially, when x ( t ) and y ( t ) are the

ame time series, then MF-DCCA becomes MF-DFA. 

H xy ( q ) reveals the large fluctuations exist in the time series with

 > 0, and if q < 0, the generalized Hurst exponent reveals the

mall fluctuations. If H xy (2) > 0.5, then the cross-correlations of

he time series pair are positive persistent, indicating one series

re statistically to be followed by the other series. If H xy (2) < 0.5,

he cross-correlations of the time series pair are negative persis-

ent, showing that the changing trends of two time series are op-

osite. If H xy (2) = 0 . 5 , there exists no correlations with each other.

he extent of multifractality can be derived by calculating the the

ange of H xy ( q ), a larger �H xy = H xy (q min ) − H xy (q max ) denotes a

igh level of multifractal nature. 

VII. The Mass exponent τ xy ( q ) has been proved that can de-

cribe the multifractal degree [19] . The τ xy ( q ) is defined as 

xy (q ) = qH xy (q ) − 1 , (9)

he cross-correlation of two time series is multifractal when τ xy ( q )

hows a nonlinear behavior versus q . By observing the curvature

f the curve, we can acquire the multifractal extent. A stronger

ultifractality of cross-correlations will have a high curvature, vice

ersa. 

VIII. The singularity strength αxy and singularity spectrum

 xy ( α) are obtained by Legendre transform as 

xy = H xy (q ) + qH 

′ 
xy (q ) , (10)

f xy (α) = q [ αxy − H xy (q )] + 1 , (11)

here αxy describes the cross-correlation of time series pair, and

 xy ( α) denotes the fractal dimension of αxy . �αxy = αxy max 
− αxy min 

escribes the strength of multifractality, and a larger �αxy denotes

 stronger multifractal property, suggesting there exists a stronger

ross-correlations between two time series. 
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Table 1 

Descriptive statistics for the total sample. 

Commodity Code Exchange Min Max Mean σ Skewness Kurtosis 

Brent Crude LCO ICE 22.74 86.29 63.10 10.25 -0.78 4.74 

London Surgar LSU ICE 294.00 484.20 357.92 36.69 1.20 4.29 

London Wheat LWB ICE 129.75 194.65 151.61 14.02 0.89 2.82 

USA Cotton #2 CT ICE 48.85 95.25 73.26 8.41 -0.01 2.67 

USA Orange Juice OJ ICE 91.25 171.35 129.96 24.20 -0.08 1.63 

Fig. 1. Closing price time series of Brent Crude and agricultural futures. (For inter- 

pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 2. DCCA coefficients of Brent Crude and agricultural futures. 
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. Data collection 

In this section, we choose the daily closing prices of London

rent Oil and agricultural futures such as London Surgar, London

heat, USA Cotton #2, and USA Orange Juice futures to analyze

he cross-correlations between them. The reasons for our selec-

ion of these agricultural futures will be analyzed and explained

n Section 4.2 . Our sample data covers the period from 3 April,

017 to 3, April, 2020. After eliminating the non-matching missing

ata, the time series of Brent Crude Oil consists of 776 observa-

ions, and the other time series length of four agricultural futures

re 762, 761, 761, and 759, respectively. Based on the total data

f Brent Crude, we interpolate the price time series of the other

our agricultural futures, and the length of the series after interpo-

ation are all equal to 776. The time series of daily closing prices

f all the commodities are illustrated in Fig. 1 , the codes and ex-

hange information of these commodities and their statistics are

ntroduced in Table 1 . In addition, the sample for analyzing the

mpact of COVID-19 consist of two periods which are the period

 before the emergence of COVID-19 and the period 2 after the

mergence of COVID-19. The detailed sample information will be

ntroduced in Section 4.3 . 

. Experiment results 

.1. DCCA coefficient 

We first test whether the time series of crude oil and agricul-

ural futures have a cross-correlation by DCCA coefficient, and then

se MF-DCCA to study the cross-correlation and multifractal re-

ationship between them. The DCCA coefficient test method pro-

osed by Zebende [20] can be summarized as follows. 

= 

F 2 xy (s ) 

F x (s ) F y (s ) 
. (12) 
n the above equation, F 2 xy (s ) denotes the detrended covariance’s

uctuation function of two time series x and y, F x ( s ) and F y ( s ) rep-

esent each single detrended fluctuation function. ρ ranges from

1 < ρ < 1 . When ρ = 1 , there exists perfect cross-correlations

etween the two time series, and ρ = −1 means the two time se-

ies exist perfect anti cross-correlations, when ρ = 0 , there exists

o cross-correlations. 

As shown in Fig. 2 , all the DCCA coefficients 0 < ρ < 1, sug-

esting the nonlinear cross-correlations existed between the time

eries. The DCCA coefficients between crude oil and different agri-

ultural futures are plotted in Fig. 2 with different marks. 

.2. Preliminary test 

In this section, we further adopt the MF-DCCA method to ac-

urately quantify the multifractal cross-correlations between Brent

rude oil and agricultural future markets. According to [8,10] , we

et the window scale s ranges from 50 to 200, the value of order q

s q = −10 , −9 , . . . , 9 , 10 . 

As can be seen from Fig. 3 , for different q , all the fluctuation

unction F q ( s ) and the window scale s show a good power law re-

ationship, i.e., there exist cross-correlation between Brent Crude

il and all agricultural future markets. This shows that changes

n the volatility of the agricultural future markets are not only af-

ected by their own volatility, but also by the volatility of the Brent

rude Oil market. By fitting the log-log plots of fluctuation func-

ion ln (F q (s )) − ln (s ) of the closing price sequence of crude oil and

gricultural futures using least square method, the slope H xy ( q ) can

e obtained in Fig. 4 . 

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that H xy ( q ) decreases with the in-

reasing of q , which shows not fixed constants, indicating the

ross-correlations of multifractality exist between the crude oil

arket and all the agricultural future markets. When q varies from

10 to 0, the decreasing rate of the Hurst exponent values of all
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Fig. 3. The log-log plots of F q ( s ) versus s for Brent Crude and (a) LSU, (b) LWB, (c) CT, (d) OJ. In each subfigure, from bottom to top, the value of q are -10, -9,..., 9, 10. 

Fig. 4. Nonlinear relationship between H xy ( q ) and q for crude oil and agricultural 

futures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Cross-correlation exponents of multifractality 

for crude oil and agricultural futures. 

Series Pair H xy (2) �H xy ( q ) �αxy 

LCO-LSU 1.3351 0.6351 0.8247 

LCO-LWB 1.4531 0.3784 0.5678 

LCO-CT 1.6068 0.5299 0.6860 

LCO-OJ 1.4845 0.4829 0.6502 
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series pairs are accelerated, indicating the H xy ( q ) reveals the small

fluctuations. Otherwise, when q varies from 0 to 10, the decreasing

rate of the Hurst exponents gradually slow down, suggesting the

large fluctuations exist in the series pair. In addition, in Fig. 4 and

Table 2 , we see that when q = 2 , all H xy ( q ) are greater than 0.5, in-

dicating that there is a long-range correlation between the time se-

ries of the Brent Crude market and all agricultural future markets,
.e., the fluctuations in the crude oil market will has an impact on

he future returns of the selected agricultural future markets. 

We envisage several reasons for the long-range correlation be-

ween crude oil and selected agricultural products. For sugar fu-

ure, the medium between crude oil and the white sugar market

s sugar-based ethanol, and a considerable portion of international

ugar is used to produce ethanol. While ethanol is mainly used for

uel, the price of crude oil has a greater impact on the produc-

ion and sales of fuel ethanol. When the price of crude oil is low,

he market expects that the production and sales of fuel ethanol

ill decrease, companies will increase the sugar ratio, sugar supply

ends to be loose, and the downward pressure on sugar prices will

ncrease; when the price of crude oil is high, the market expected

roduction and sales of fuel ethanol will increase, companies usu-

lly increase ethanol production, white sugar supply tends to be

ight, and the upward momentum of sugar prices has increased.

hat is, crude oil regulates the supply and demand balance of sugar

y affecting the production and sales of ethanol, therefore, crude

il has a cross-correlation on the sugar future market. Ethanol fuel

s also a medium for wheat and crude oil. The new ethanol pro-

uction line mainly uses wheat and barley. Ethanol can help peo-
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Fig. 5. Relationship between τ ( q ) and q for crude oil and agricultural futures. 

Fig. 6. The multifractal spectra for crude oil and agricultural futures. 
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Fig. 7. Subsample of closing price time series of Brent Crude and agricultural fu- 

tures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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le reduce their dependence on petroleum and is a renewable bio-

uel. The main link between crude oil and the cotton market is

he chemical fiber. The main raw materials for the production of

hemical fiber are PTA and MEG, and the final upstream raw ma-

erial of the PTA and MEG is crude oil. Chemical fiber and cotton

re mainly used to produce textile and apparel products, and the

wo categories have a strong substitution relationship. At last, the

orrelation between crude oil and orange juice price is also strong.

e assume that crude oil has a greater impact on the transporta-

ion cost of orange juice, and large fluctuation in crude oil prices

ften change the sentiment of the entire commodity market, it is

ighly likely that orange juice price is affected by the sentiment of

he entire commodity market and show a strong correlation with

rude oil price. 

As shown in Figs. 4, 6 , and Table 2 , �H xy ( q ) and �αxy between

rent Crude Oil and London Surgar is the highest, we then con-

lude that crude oil has the strongest cross-correlation with sugar

uture market among other three agricultural future markets. Be-

ides, by comparing the curvatures of the curves in Fig. 5 , the

urve of LCD-LSU has the largest curvature, which corroborates the

trongest cross-correlation exists between crude oil and sugar fu-

ure market. 
.3. COVID-19 impact on cross-correlations 

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, which weakened the global

rude oil demand, oil production giants have also reduced produc-

ion to reduce global supply to prevent the decline of oil prices

rom continuing to spread. However, as COVID-19 erupts in more

nd more countries, it will further weaken the demand for crude

il. Even if the output is reduced on the basis of the existing pro-

uction reduction, it may not be enough to keep up with the de-

line in demand. 

In this section, we explore the impact of the emergence of

OVID-19 on the cross-correlations of multifractal characteris-

ics between the Brent Crude Oil and agricultural future mar-

ets. COVID-19 began to appear in December 2019 and gradually

howed a trend of pandemic. In this article, we choose Decem-

er 1, 2019 as the cut-off point, and select two samples, one pe-

iod of which is from July 30, 2019 to November 30, 2019, we

all it Period 1, and the other period from December 1, 2019 to

pril 3, 2020, we call it Period 2. The closing price time series of

rent Crude and agricultural futures for period 1 and 2 are shown

n Fig. 7 . The statistics of the time series in two periods are il-

ustrated in Table 3 . According to the length of each subsample,

e set the scale s ranges from 5 to 15, the value of order q is

 = −10 , −9 , . . . , 9 , 10 . 

As shown in Fig. 8 , all the H xy ( q ) in period 1 and 2 decrease

ith the increasing of q , showing the cross-correlations of multi-

ractality exist between the crude oil market and all the agricul-

ural future markets in both period 1 and 2. In addition, we see

hat H xy ( q ) decrease fast with q varies from −10 to 0, suggesting

here exists small fluctuations, while large fluctuations exist in the

eries pair when 0 < q < 10. Futhermore, according to Table 4 ,

ll the H xy (2) are larger than 0.5, implying that there exists strong

ositive persistence of cross-correlations between the time series

f the Brent Crude market and all agricultural future markets in

oth period 1 and 2. Besides, we observe that in period 1, the per-

istence of series pair LCO-LWB is the strongest, meaning that the

uctuations in the crude oil market will has the greatest impact

n the future returns of wheat future market. However, under the

nfluence of COVID-19, the fluctuations in the crude oil market will

as the greatest impact on the future returns of orange juice mar-

et since the persistence of series pair LCO-OJ is the largest. This

ay be due to the indirect effect of COVID-19 on transportation in

range juice transportation. Besides, all the H xy (2) in period 2 are

arger than in period 1, indicating a stronger persistence under the

nfluence of COVID-19. 
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Table 3 

Descriptive statistics for each subsample. 

Period Commodity Code Exchange Min Max Mean σ Skewness Kurtosis 

Brent crude LCO ICE 56.23 69.02 61.07 2.20 0.50 3.58 

London Surgar LSU ICE 301.50 347.80 327.52 14.31 -0.4026 1.72 

Period 1 London Wheat LWB ICE 129.75 148.75 138.40 4.26 0.26 2.23 

USA Cotton #2 CT ICE 57.77 65.86 61.92 2.59 -0.01 1.52 

USA Orange Juice OJ ICE 93.40 105.25 99.36 2.37 0.07 3.03 

Brent crude LCO ICE 22.74 68.91 53.65 14.44 -0.99 2.52 

London Surgar LSU ICE 335.80 451.00 376.94 30.00 0.43 1.87 

Period 2 London Wheat LWB ICE 138.60 165.70 149.27 5.16 0.54 3.91 

USA Cotton #2 CT ICE 48.85 71.43 64.86 6.07 -1.27 3.48 

USA Orange Juice OJ ICE 93.50 121.65 99.96 6.83 2.07 6.25 

Fig. 8. Nonlinear relationship between H xy ( q ) and q for crude oil and agricultural futures in (a) period 1, and (b) period 2. 

Fig. 9. Relationship between τ ( q ) and q for crude oil and agricultural futures in (a) period 1, and (b) period 2. 

Table 4 

Cross-correlation exponents of multifractality for crude oil 

and agricultural futures in period 1 and period 2. 

Period Series Pair H xy (2) �H xy ( q ) �αxy 

LCO-LSU 1.1643 0.8827 1.1786 

LCO-LWB 1.3119 0.6881 0.9234 

1 LCO-CT 1.2669 0.8435 1.1098 

LCO-OJ 1.2126 0.5721 0.8013 

LCO-LSU 1.4681 1.2701 1.5823 

LCO-LWB 1.5833 0.7500 0.9349 

2 LCO-CT 1.3811 1.1993 1.5800 

LCO-OJ 1.6543 0.4918 0.6627 
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By comparing �H xy ( q ) in Fig. 8 and Table 4 , in both period 1

nd 2, �H xy ( q ) of LCO-LSU is the largest, which imply the cross-

orrelations of multifractality between crude oil and sugar future

arket is the strongest among other four agricultural future mar-

ets. In addition, the cross-correlations of all the agricultural fu-

ures increased in period 2 except the orange juice. 

The same conclusion can also be obtained by comparing the

urvature of the curves in Fig. 9 and comparing �αxy in Fig. 10

nd Table 4 . The experimental results show that COVID-19 has a

reat impact on the cross-correlation of multifractal property be-

ween crude oil and most selected agricultural future markets. 
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Fig. 10. The multifractal spectra for crude oil and agricultural futures in (a) period 1, and (b) period 2. 
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[  
. Conclusions 

In this study, we investigated the cross-correlations between

rude oil and agricultural futures markets such as London Sugar,

ondon Wheat, USA Cotton #2, and USA Orange Juice futures.

irstly, DCCA coefficients were employed to test there exists cross-

orrelations between the time series of crude oil and agricul-

ural futures. Afterwards, MF-DCCA approach was utilized to fur-

her analyze the cross-correlations between the Brent crude oil

nd agricultural futures. The computed �H xy ( q ) and �αxy indi-

ated that the time series pair LCO-LSU has the strongest cross-

orrelation. Besides, the sources of the cross-correlations were en-

isaged and discussed. We also analyzed the impact of COVID-

9 on the cross-correlations of multifractality between crude oil

nd agricultural futures. The values of H xy (2) showed that the fea-

ure of positive persistence became stronger after the emergence

f COVID-19, and �H xy ( q ) and �αxy calculated in period 1 and

 showed the cross-correlations of multifractality between crude

il and sugar future market is the strongest. Furthermore, we ob-

erve that the cross-correlations of almost all the agricultural fu-

ures behave stronger in period 2 than that in period 1, which im-

ly that COVID-19 has an impact on the cross-correlation of multi-

ractality between Brent Crude Oil and selected agricultural future

arkets. 
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